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Reviewer: Gillian Streeter  
Reading Level: Primary, Intermediate, Young Adult  
Rating: Outstanding  
Genre: Informational books;  
Subject: Ice cream, ices, etc.--Juvenile literature; Ice cream, ices, etc.--History--Juvenile literature; Books--Reviews;

Gibbons delivers the detailed, accessible research that readers have come to expect of her in *Ice Cream: The Full Scoop*. Readers follow her as she describes the origins of ice cream, how it has changed over the years, and different ways of making it, as well as how it is made and distributed today. She includes a page of short factoids about ice cream (such as how much ice cream Americans consume annually and the two most popular flavors), topped off with a reminder that while ice cream is a treat, readers should not eat too much of it.

Her signature cartoon-like watercolor illustrations and friendly, simple text make this an ideal book for young readers, but it will appeal to and inform all ages.